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Muddugare Yasoda

)* అన-./ర1 స.3ధన
A tribute to Sri Annamaacharya
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!!!!!!!!అన-./51ల 75 )* 8ంక;శ=ర  >=? 7@ భBCD. ఆయన F*.శ. G 9,1408 
H ఆంధ* Iశ!HJ KళMNక $Oమ!H జJRం/5. క3Sట సంUత >ంNOWయ!H 
XటYXదZ [%J-క గల స=రకర]. ఆయన 32,000 B ^$ Fర]నD _* 8ంక;శ=ర >=? 
^ ర`ం`, స=ర రచన b>5. ఆయన సంUతం, cDd, సంసృfతం Xదలd gషలH 
పంjkl. m=పద 3.యణం, 12 8ంక;శ=ర శతక!D, సంFర]న లoణ!D, 
శృం$ర మంజ@, 8ంకpచల మహత1! Xదలd అrక రచనD b>5. ఆయన 95 
సంవతtర!ల పంl వయuH F*. శ. vబ*వ@ 23, 1503 న పరమపmం/5. 

!!!!!!!!!!"!"#$x య'ద" Fర]నH కృySJ z{త!HJ {{ధ ఘp}లJ నవరK-ల~ 
���5.

! Sri Annamaacharya is a devotee of Lord Venkateswara. He was born on May 9, 
1408AD in the village of Taallapaka in Andhra Pradesh. He is the earliest know musician/
composer of the Carnitic style of music. He wrote 32,000 “Sankirtanas” or devotional 
songs in praise of Lord Venkateswara. He was a gifted and prolific writer in Telugu, 
Sanskrit and other languages. His other works include Ramayana in couplets, 12 books 
of 100 poems each (Satakas శతక!D), a music theory book called Sankirtana 
Lakshanam (సంFర]న లoణ!D), Srungaara Manjari  (శృం$ర మంజ@) and Venkataachala 
Mahatyamu (8ంకpచల మ�త1!). At the ripe old age of 95, he passed away on 
February 23, 1503AD.

! In the keertana “Muddugaare Yasoda”, Annamaacharya metaphorically associates 
(or compares) all the good things that happened in Lord Krishna’s life with the nine 
precious gem stones.

!"#$% య'ద !ం�ట !త1!�l||mద�3J మ�మల Iవ� ukl

అంతJంత ���తల అరb� .�క1!||పంత.� కంuJ N� వజ*!
�ంkల �l H�ల గ5డపచ��స||�ంతల .H�న- `J- కృySl

ర��� 5�R�� రంd�{ పగడ!||?� �వర�న� �G�క!
శత� శంఖచ�Oల సం"ల ��ర1!||గ� అ  మ!R $� కమ�¡l

��ంdJ తలల^న గ¢£న �ష13గ!||¤¥Z )* 8ంకpm* ఇంద*§ల!
NలజలJ�Hన ¨యJ mవ1 రత-!||¨DJ వ© m@ª పదR«¬l
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!"#$% య'ద !ం*ట !త-!./

య'W కృySJ  !"#ల~ $3బ!$ ం`నm. య'ద ఎ"ట కృySl dండ*J !త1! వ© NOB¯, 
°D±¯ !"#$ �@²7l.

అ�² ప*� త�� ³´ య'ద. ¢ల�లందµ !త1!¥.

Yasoda, Krishna’s mother is all motherly love and showers him wit a lot of kisses (!"#). To her, he is a like 
Pearl (!త1!), nice, shiny, round (chubby) and sweet. Like  a pearl left on the floor, he rolls around 
(crawls) and can do no mistake (who can get mad or find fault at a baby?)

I am sure your mothers did the same to you. So, every mother is a Yasoda and you are the little Krishna, 
pearls.

!"#$% - Showering kisses
!ం�ట - In front off

!త1! - Pearl 
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0ద123 మ5మల 7వ9 :;/
Iవ�, వuI¶D కృySJ త��దంlOD. Iవ� ·ద5l ఒక కౄర�న 3º. Iవ� ఎJ?దవ »డ¼ ద�7½ తన� 
చం�నJ కంul ఒక ��5 {«-l. ఆం"కJ Iవ�, వuI¶ల� �ర¾లH బంmం` 7@� �ZYన XదZ 
ఆ5d5 ప¿ ¢ల�ల� కంul చంNl. వuI¶l ఏడవ>@ జగ*త]పj, /Á$ బల3!lJ �ర¾ల�ంj 
ÂuBJ Ã�M, య'దB అప£�ం/l. అ�², తన ఎJ?దవ »డ¼$ కృySl �ZYన తర7త, కృySJ ³´ 
�ర>ల �ంj ÂuBJ Ã�M య'దB అప£�ం/l.

ఇకfడ, క{ కృySJ అసD త�� Iవ�J d5] buBJ, మన! త�£ పటY¥నÁవంZ మ�మD గల కృySl 
�ర>లH జJRంచటG?టJ ఆశ�ర1Äk«-l.

Devaki and Vasudeva are Krishna’s biological parents. Devaki’s brother Kamsa was an evil king. Kamsa 
heard a rumor that Devaki’s eight child (his nephew) will kill him. So, he threw Devaki and Vasudeva in 
prison. He kills the first six babies. Devaki and Vasudeva decide to save the eight baby. Vasudeva took the 
seventh baby, Balaram and gave him to Yasoda. Vasudeva secretly gave away the eigth baby, Krishna to 
Yasoda.

Here the poet acknowledges Krishna’s birth mother Devaki and wonders how a god of divine powers can be 
born in a prison.

mద�3J - We cannot find any faults with his ...; మ�మల - actions or divine powers; Iవ� - Devaki, his 
mothers name; ukl - Son
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అంత3ంత =>?తల అరAB CDక-!

NOÅన �ల!H, gరత Iశ! వ1వ> క Iశ!. �¶D ÆJక z{త!H gగ!. �¶ల� N�ంÇ 
మగ7@J �NలBD, ఆడ7@J �¢కD, 7@J Èద¶D అంp5. కృySJ ంb త��దంlOD Èదవ వంశ! 
75. �¢కD అంద5 ³´ `J- కృySJ !"#గ ంb75. 

�¢కల bkలH .�క1! �గ కృySl ప*�_ంb7l.

In the olden days, India was a society based on agriculture. Cows were part of daily lives. The men taking 
care of cows were called Gopaaladu  (singular) or Gopaaluru (plural). Women were called Gopika (singular) 
or Gopikalu (plural). Krishna’s foster parents, Nanda and Yasoda belonged to such a family. Krishna was 
also raised by all the Gopikas. 

Gopikalu used to carry little krishna. Baby Krishna did shine like a henna red dot or Ruby in their hands.

అంతJంత = అంత ఇంత, young and old or short and tall; ���తల = Gopikas (a very sweet usage of the word 
gollapillalu �ల�¢ల�D); అరb� = Palm; .�క1! = Ruby
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పంతCG కం:3 H> వజJ!

కృySJ Gన .మ, కంul కౄరం$ ప*జల� N�ంb7l. కంuJ ¨@�ం`  రÉంచమJ ప*జD కృySJ 
NO@�ం/5. కృySl కంujJ స7D b¿, మల� Êద�!H ఓjం` చంNl.

కంujJ చం[ట�£l, కృySl కÌన వజ*ం వ© బల!~, Í5^న �ం�~ ప*�_ం/l.

Krishna’s evil uncle Kamsa was very cruel to his people. People prayed to Krishna to get rid off Kamsa. 
Krishna went to kamsa and challenged him to a fight and killed him. 

When dealing with Kamsa, Krishna acted very tough, like a diamond. In victory he shone like a diamond.

పంత.� = quarreling, stubborn; కంuJ N� = against Kamsa; వజ*! = diamond, strong, tough 
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Kం;ల L/ MKల గOడపచRSస
�ంÎ �3ణ!ల ప*�ర!, ÏHక!, NKళ Hక!, స=రÐ Hక! అ� �l Hక!D కల¶. {yS¶ 
�l H�ల� తన పచ�Z �ంkల~ Jం�Kl.

{ySJ 7హన! గ5డ పÉ.  గ5డ ప¡D N!ల� చం¢ �ంp . గ5డపచ� అrm ఒక అÊx=ద ఔషధ!. 
N! {ÒJ� {5dl$ 7డK5. గ5డపచ� �$r, {ySJ ఉJ� �l H�ల HJ {ÒJ-, NNJ- 
Ô�uÕంm. 

In Hindu mythology there are three lokas (worlds). Hell (NKళ  Hక!, below the earth), Earth (Ï  
Hక!) and Heaven (స=రÐ  Hక!, above). Vishnu blesses all three worlds with light and greenery. 

Vishnu rides on a Garuda or hawk. Hawk’s naturally kill snakes. Garudapaccha is an ayurvedic herb, used 
to treat snake bites. Just like Garudapaccha, Vishnu’s presence, along with garuda is an antidote to all the 
poison’s (evil) in all three worlds.

�ంkల = Light, Shine; �l = Three; H�ల = Worlds; గ5డ = Hawk; పచ��స = Emerald 
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Uంతల CMVనX Y3X కృ[\/

)* కృySl ఎ�£Ö . మధ1Hr ఉంpl.

Krishna is always with us all the time.

�ంతల = close to us, standing next to us
.H�న- = amongst us, with us
`J- కృySl = little Krishna
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రB]^ O9_D9 రం`ab పగడ!

కృySl 5�R�~ ఏ�ంత!$ ఉన-�£l, పగడ!లవంZ కృySJ Wల� ×5BంÁంm. పగడ!D 
శృం$3J� సం�త!D.

When Krishna is alone with his wife Rukmini, she wants his rosy red lips that shine like a Red Coral. She 
wants to kiss him (eww!:( )

ర��� = Romance
5�R� = Rukmini, Krishna’s wife
రంd = Color
�{ = Lip
పగడ! = Red Coral 
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cd eవరfనg ehiక!

ఇం"Ol తనB �జD స@$ జరగట!¥దJ ×¢ం`, ఉ5!D, Í5�D, �$�~ ³jన వరØ!� 
B@¢ం/l. అ�£l )* కృySl దగÐర ఉన- �వర�న పర=KJ- ^Ù�], తన `ZÙన 8D~ ^� �ld�గ 
J�Nl. ఆ�£l అందµ Úండ �*ంm� b@ వరØ!�ంj  తల WÇB«-5. వరØ� §ÛM �వర�న పర=త! Üm  
మZY~ కల¿ �*ంm� Ý5kన-�£l �G�క! రంdH, Í5�ల మధ1 మÞలవ© Í@¿న{.

Once Indra got angry that people were not praying to him. He is also the rain god. So, he created a giant 
storm with thunder and lightning. People lost their homes and did not have a shelter. Krishna, with his divine 
powers lifted the mountain Govardhana Giri on his little finger (center of gravity principle, you can balance a 
mountain on a needle). Everyone found shelter under the mountain until the storm passed by. The rain 
soaked up the dirt on the mountain and when it poured down, the dirt soaked water droplets glowed like 
Yellow Garnet gemstones.

?� = A city/state named mithila
�వర�న = Mountain named Govardhana
     
               Govardhana mountain in near mithi/mithila

�G�క! = Gemstone Yellow Garnet
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శతk శంఖచKmల సం"ల noర-!

{yS¶ Bj b�H శంఖ!, ఎడమ b�H చక*! ఉంp . శంఖ! �@ం`, చక*!~ శkO¶ల�, "y}ల� 
సం హ@>Õl. శంఖ చక*!ల Í5�, 7Z మధ1H JD¶$ {yS¶ ßZ àరá? చం"Oల �ం�~, మ@ంత 
చకfJ Í5�~ ��ర1!�గ ప*�_>Õl.

Krishna is an avatar of Lord Vishnu. Vishnu carried a Conch shell (శంఖ). He used to blow it hard to 
announce a battle and scare the enemy. In his right hand he used to carry a disk with sharp teeth (చక*). It is 
a like circular saw blade. He throws it on his enemies. In His hands, Conch and Chakra had a nice shine. 
Between them, He had the brightness of a hundred moons, like a Cat’s eye gemstone.

శత� = Like a hundred (moons)
సం"ల = in between
శంఖచ�Oల = Conch shell and the disk (with sharp teeth)
��ర1! = Moonstone or cat’s eye 
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గB అp మ!_ $U కమqr/

�¢కD కృySl bâ kంట@ ప�ల� d5] cÇ�BJ, ఇంతZ మ�మDన- కృySl మమRలJ 
�NడటG?టJ Xర Á}BంÁ«-5

Now, the gopikas playfully complain about the naughtiness of Krishna. 

గ� అ  = It is our fate 
మ!R = us
$� = protect
కమల అ¡ l = కమ�¡l = the kid with beautiful eyes (shaped like lotus petals)
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K^ం`3 తలలsన గtuన gష-2గ!
య!« నmH ��ంdl అr ద� N!ల 3º ఉం�7l. ��ంdJ� /� తలD ఉం�{. ఒక>@ �Nల 
¨లBD బంKట ఆlBంÁన-�£l, 7ళM బం� య!« నmH పjనm. ¨D5 బం� Âu×వpJ� 
Ã�Mన�£l, ��ంdl {ష! `!R¯ 7ళM� �;య>$l. అ�£l ¨D5 NOIయపడ$, కృySl 
��ంdJ~ �3j, 7J తలల^ ªం�, మర¼న b¿, 7j మద! అణ`, బం� ÂuB«-l.

కృySl ఎ�£Ö పÁ} ãKంబర!D (పu� పం�D) కÁ}Bంpl. ��ంdJ తలల^ కృySl ªం�న�£l, 
ఆ పÁ} ãKంబర!D �ష13గ మ� వ© Í@¿న{. నల� KOÇ తల^ ఒక �ప£ �ష13గమ� ఉంÁంm అJ 
³´ ఒక నమRక!.

Once there lived a many headed snake called Kaalinga in river Yamuna. Krishna was playing ball with his 
friends and the ball fell in the river. When his friends tried to get the ball, Kaalinga attacked them. Krishna 
jumped in fought with the snake, danced on the hoods of the snake and subdued it.

Cobras have a marking on their hood. It is also believed that King Cobra carries a Yellow Sapphire on its 
hood. The poet is comparing Krishna dancing on Kaalinga’s heads to a sapphire.

��ంdJ =  Kaalinga (name of the snake)
తలల ^న = on its heads
గ¢£న = cover
�ష13గ! = Yellow Sapphire 
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wxy zJ {ంక|0J ఇందJ~ల!

8ంక;శ=ర >=? {ySJ పదవ అవKర!. �5ప�H äÒm*, §�m*, గ5´m*, అంజ«m*, వృష¨m*, «రయåm* 
మ@Ê 8ంకpm* అJ ఏl ÚండD కల¶. ఆJ-Zకం; ^న ఉన- 8ంకpm* ^�ంj, 8ంక;శ=5l 
§��శ!�  మనల� క¢£, ఇంద*§ల!HJ అJ- �ంkల~ ప*�_æç మనలJ రÉuÕ«-l 

Lord Venkateswara is the tenth avatar of Vishnu. There are seven hills in Tirupati - Seshadri, Neeladri, 
Garudadri, Anjanadri, Vrushabadri, Narayanadri and Venkatadri. Lord Venkateswara rules us from top of the 
seventh peak, Venkatadri. Like the blue sky, he protects us from above with all the shades of a Blue 
Sapphire.

¤¥Z = Rules the world

)* 8ంకpm* = Lord Venkateswara, another avatar of Vishnu

ఇంద*§ల! = Blue Sapphire 
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Hలజల3iMన �య3 0వ- రతX!

�3åల ప*�ర! ఆ�శ!HJ Nల �ంత అr Nల స!ద*!H )* {yS¶ Jవ¿>Õl. ఒక >@ IవతD, 
Wన¶D Nల స!ద*!HJ JèలJ Ã�� ÂW#మJ, మంథర పర=KJ- కవ=!$�, 7u� అr ద� N!�  
Kl$� 7j `లకట! XదDp}5. )* {yS¶ ³3RవKర!H ఉంj, మంథర పర=KJ- !J��Bం´ 
�N´l. స!ద* మంథన!~ 14 JèD బయటప´ê . ఆసëన J� )* {yS¶ .త*! స!ద*!H ఉంj 
ఇత5లB స�య! b¾l �J, బయటపడ¥". 

According to Puranas (sacred hindu texts), Milky Way in the sky is an ocean of milk and is the abode of 
Lord Vishnu. Devatas (Gods) and Rakshasas (Demons) decided to find the treasures in the milky way. So, 
they used a huge mountain called mandhara parvatam (Mt. Mandhara) as the churner and a giant snake as 
the rope. Lord Vishnu, in the form of a turtle (Kurmavataaram, ³3RవKరం) provided the support to 
balance Mt. Mandara. The churning yielded fourteen different treasures. But, the real gem, Lord Vishnu 
stayed in the ocean to help others.

Nల    =  Milk
జలJ�Hన = an ocean
¨యJ = you can find it there
mవ1 = divine
రత-! = precious stone
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��3 వ� 0�� పద_��/

à3�క!ల ప*�ర!, {yS¶ ìlêH �ం` ఒక కమల! @�నm!!! అం"కJ {yS¶J పదR«¬డJ 
¢D>Õ5. అంత మ�మ గల I¶l, `J- కృySJ వ© �రగట! ద� {ంత అJ క{ ఆశ�ర1పlk«-l.

Mythology says that, a lotus grew out of Lord Vishnu’s belly button. Lord Brahma lives on that Lotus!!! Since 
a lotus grows from his belly button, Vishnu is also called Padmanaabhudu. The poet wonders, how such a 
divine god is running around like a little boy, Krishna.

¨DJ వ© = Like a little boy (Krishna as a little boy, he is actually padmanabhudu or Lord Vishnu)
m@ª = running around, rolling around
పదR = Lotus
«í = Belly button
«¬l  = The one with a belly button, Lord
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నవ రతX!�
Nine Gemstones

                                
            !త1!                        .�క1!                    వజ*!
                 Pearl                                Ruby                       Diamond

                                               
             పచ� �స                         పగడ!                    �G�క!
               Emerald                         Red Coral                Yellow Garnet

                                        
          ��ర1!                         �ష13గ!                  ఇంద*§ల!
           Cat’s Eye                     Yellow Sapphire               Blue Sapphire
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�2గణ!
Star Cast

                             
      �uల అమృత! !                 �uల అంజ�! !                 d@Ýల అîï
    Kasula Amruta                               Kasula Anjali                                Gurijala Asug

                  
!!!!ల�fప*గడ ఆ�ంo !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!dండÃ�� �*ష                                 "# §�మ
Lakkapragada Aakaanksha !      Gundavelli Trisha                         Peddu Neelima

                                                       
!!!!!!¯! .నస !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!మW#� H�ð !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Äన- )*జ
     Tumu Manasa                                Maddalli Lohit                                   Ponna Srija

                                      
                     గ*ం� )*మ                                       Äన- )*ñò
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! !      Grandhi SriMayee! ! ! Ponna Sritej 
Credits

నృత1ం! ! ! ! ! ! `ంతలNZ ఉమ
Choreography ! ! ! ! ! Chintalapati Uma

నృత1 పర18oBD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!గ*ం� ó1�
Choreography Assistant! ! ! Grandhi Jyoti

అలంకరణ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!అrక�న !"#$% య'దD
Makeup! ! ! ! ! ! Many moms with a lot of TLC,
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !  like Yasoda

ôÈ$OహBD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�uల 8Þ, Äన- కృషõ
Still Photography!! ! ! ! Kasula Venu, Ponna Krishna

³5£!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"# ugö 
Editing! ! ! ! ! ! Peddu Subash

క÷, దృశ1 రచన, దరøకత=ం !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�?ùZY, u§త, `ంతలNZ ఉమ
Story, Screenplay, Direction !!         !Kamisetty Sunita, Chintalapati Uma

J3RతD !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!మనబj ?�£pu ప*æనం తరగ�
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